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ABSTRACT
This article explores the long memory properties in multiple dimensions of liquidity in
Indian Stock Market. In the time domain, long memory has the attribute of a high degree of
persistent autocorrelations that decline slowly at a hyperbolic rate. Using suitable proxies for
understanding five dimensions of liquidity viz., tightness, immediacy, depth, breadth and
resiliency, we estimate for Hurst Mandelbrot (HM) statistics and Lo’s Rescaled Range Statistics.
The findings are enriched using spectral regression and estimated GPH statistic as well as
modified GPH statistic of Robinson (1992). Evidence of long term dependence was obtained for
all the dimensions of liquidity measured by spread, trading volume, trading probability, market
efficiency coefficient and turnover rate suggesting liquidity may be predictable in Bombay Stock
Exchange and suitable trading strategies may be formulated for active portfolio management.
INTRODUCTION
Liquidity is an important consideration in any investment decision as investors normally
claim liquidity premium when they expect the liquidity options for their investment may affect
their investment return. The seminal work of Amihud and Mendelson (1986) attributed towards
building a consensus on the relationship between illiquid assets and return premium. Liquidity is
exigent in financial market related research and an important consideration in asset pricing. In
general parlance, the liquidity of a financial asset is its ability to be traded quickly without
distorting the market price. A liquid market is the one which has a large number of buyers and
sellers with their buy and sell orders and price, the cost of the transaction is minimal, and price
volatility is low. Liquidity is a multidimensional concept, and it changes with asset class and
type of markets. The tightness (low spread or transaction cost), immediacy (speed of execution
of order indirectly measuring the efficiency of the system), breadth (presence of ample
voluminous orders), depth (ability to withstand large orders without price impact with volumes
of pending buy and sell orders) and resiliency (ability to bounce back from temporary distortion
in price and orders) of a financial market are often studied and analysed for explaining liquidity.
These dimensions are overlapping to some extent and proxies used in empirical studies to
measure them often measure them jointly. The liquidity of financial markets around the globe
substantially varied over time, and the uncertainty and volatility of market liquidity is an
important source of risk for investors. The issue of liquidity predictability in Indian stock market
is explored through the existence of long memory or long range dependence in multiple
dimensions of liquidity. Long range dependence suggests nonlinear structure in the underlying
data series. Such long-range dependence structure indicates that the parameter represented by the
data series can be predicted. In the presence of long memory, application of standard linear
econometric techniques for modelling and forecasting is challenged as it may lead to biased
inferences. The impression of unpredictable stock returns is deep-rooted and long-standing in the
world of finance. It means that stock returns do not exhibit long memory and no pattern can be
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extracted from the behaviour of stock prices that can be used for forecasting and to formulate
trading strategies for abnormal gain. The burgeoning work on the existence of long memory in
returns and volatility of financial markets is well documented in Bhattacharya and Bhattacharya
(2012, 2013) and Hull and McGroarty (2014). However, similar studies on the liquidity of stock
markets are limited, especially in the context of emerging countries.
Persistence or long-range dependence has been elucidated by researchers in time domain
how has been its development over time and in the field of spectral analysis how has been its
response to sinusoidal waves of different frequencies. In spectral analysis, the long memory is
described in terms of rates of explosions of low frequency spectra. When the pole of the
spectrum is at very low frequencies and has an exponential decline with an increase in frequency,
it is indicative of the existence of long memory. In the time domain, it is described as an
exhibition of persistent autocorrelations with very slow decay at a hyperbolic rate. Parzen (1981)
argued that a stationary process {xt, t = …, -1, 0, +1 …} with auto covariance function

 u  E ( xt xt u ) may be termed as long memory process if





u 

u

  . In the presence of long

memory in liquidity measures, asset pricing may be done more efficiently as the price for
liquidity or liquidity premium can be determined more effectively. This paper examines for the
presence of long memory in various liquidity parameters market depth, breadth, tightness,
immediacy and resiliency as it has important consequences not only for investors who would like
to know the liquidity premium but also for corporate finance managers interested in estimating
estimate the cost of capital.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides the relevant
literature. The data and methodology are explained in section 3. Section 4 presents the empirical
results and the discussion. Section 5 concludes the paper.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In their seminal work, Amihud and Mendelson (1986) established the relation between
bid-ask spread and expected return. The nexus between the stock market and its liquidity is well
researched in the empirical finance literature. The notion that liquidity negatively affects the
stock market returns were supported by Chordia et al. (2001), Pastor and Stambaugh (2003) and
Moore and Sadka (2006) for different markets. Acharya and Pedersen (2005) noted that
persistent negative shocks to a financial asset’s liquidity results in low current returns but high
future returns, and vice versa. Faff et al. (2010) supported the negative relationship but
evidenced that liquidity is significantly priced only during the expansionary phase of business
cycle. However, Martinez et al. (2005) observe a positive relationship between the Amihud
(2002) illiquidity measure and returns in both the unconditional and conditional asset pricing
models but the negative relationship in only the conditional asset pricing model using liquidity
measures proposed by Pastor and Stambaugh (2003). Contrary to Amihud and Mendelson
(1986), they did not find any relationship between bids-ask spread and return in the Spanish
market. Bali (2014) noted that the negative association between liquidity and expected return
might not hold in inefficient markets where stock prices do not reflect available information due
to the presence of market imperfections. The positive relation between liquidity and stock returns
was evidenced by Batten and Vo (2014) for emerging equity markets. While importance of
liquidity in hedging and financial risk management practises are well documented in Das and
Hanouna (2009), Acharya and Schaefer (2006), it's even bigger and significant role in initiating
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and transmitting financial crises is observed by Borio (2004), particularly in the most recent
episode (Brunnermeier 2009, Gorton 2009).
In the Indian context, Mishra (2011) used central tendency measures to suggest that mean
liquidity in Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) is lower than National Stock Exchange (NSE).
Pasupuleti and Singh (2011) measured liquidity using market efficiency coefficient (MEC) and
obtained that most of the sectors in BSE have MEC more than one, which is indicative of price
volaility and provides less support for a resilient market. Prasanna (2011) argued that FII
investments provide stock market liquidity. Using impact cost as liquidity proxy, Kumar (2003a)
observe the annual and monthly systematic patterns in the liquidity in emerging stock markets.
Kumar et al. (2001) argued that while ADR/GDR listings in most cases reduce/increase the
liquidity of the domestic underlying shares. Liquidity patterns were studied by Krishnan and
Mishra (2013) for the entire equity market and by Kumar and Mishra (2015) for individual
stocks. Using machine learning tools, Bhattacharya et al. (2016) documented various degrees of
positive association between liquidity and return and noted the order of importance of selected
liquidity dimensions in explaining stock market returns.
Empirical research on long memory in asset returns and volatility is quite voluminous.
Hurst (1951) documented the statistical long-memory processes, and Greene and Fielitz (1977)
used the Hurst exponent to claim that the return from stocks or indices displays long memory.
Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) (GPH) proposed a semiparametric long memory parameter
that is not preconditioned on short memory specifications. Lo (1991) improved on the Hurst
statistic to distinguish between long and short memory. Although Lo’s statistic continues to
spark debate for its low success when the data series have low memory, it is in the analytical
toolkit of researchers and practitioners since last two decades. Robinson (1992) improved over
the methodology of GPH and used averaged periodogram for more stable long memory
parameter. Cajueiro and Tabak (2004) evidenced greater long memory in Asian markets than in
Latin America. Presently there is considerable evidence in support of the long memory stochastic
volatility in stock returns. Bhattacharya and Bhattacharya (2012, 2013); Hull and McGroarty
(2014) provides a decent summary on long memory in asset returns and volatility. In Indian
context Nath (2001) obtained inconclusive findings on the presence of long memory in stock
returns (NIFTY index) using Rescaled Range analysis and suggests for using more detailed
analysis using techniques like those of Lo’s. Kumar (2003b) observe that information flow and
trading activity affects impact cost. This study observes the impact of variables on serial
correlation and concludes on persistence of liquidity.
The existing literature on the presence of long memory or predictability of market depth,
breadth and other forms of liquidity parameters is insufficient. Campbell et al. (1993) evidenced
a significant relationship between aggregate stock market trading volume and the serial
correlation of daily stock returns. Bollerslev and Jubinski (1999), have shown that both volume
and volatility have long-run dependence while Tsuji (2002) reveal the evidence of long-term
memory in liquidity, volume, and volatility using rescaled range analysis. Avramov et al. (2006)
noted the multi-facet relationship between liquidity of individual stocks and its autocorrelation
function. Using Hurst exponent, evidence of long memory in the frequency and the size of
consecutive transactions were reported by Eisler and Kertész (2007). Mike and Farmer (2008)
provided evidence from London stock exchange that fluctuations in absolute returns follow
power laws. Bariviera (2011) observed that long memory parameter is positively correlated with
market capitalization but negatively with an average daily turnover. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first attempt to explore the long memory dynamics in stock market
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liquidity in the Indian context and augment the literature concerning the emerging markets.
Given its economic liberalisation coupled with strong economic growth, capital market reforms,
the growth of the stock market and increased financial Institutional investors interest, Indian
stock market appears to be an interesting choice for examining predictability in stock market
liquidity.
DATA AND METHODS
Five aspects of a liquid stock market as discussed before are considered in the study and
selection of the variables are based on empirical evidence. Following Amihud and Mendelson
(1986) and Korajczyk and Sadka (2008), the trading frequency is captured using trading volume
and the turnover rate as measures of liquidity. Datar et al. (1998) noted that liquidity and trading
frequency are highly correlated in equilibrium. The trading volume is considered to measure the
existence of numerous market participants and transactions. The turnover rate is measured as
monthly trading volume divided by market capitalization. Narayan and Zheng (2011) argued that
trading probability is an important measure of market liquidity and it captures the effect of nontrading aspect of illiquidity by examining the number of zero trading volumes. The measure
(trading probability) takes the form of the probability, on any particular trading day, of the
market is open and stocks are traded on that day. The measure aims to capture the trading
continuity (or speed dimension of liquidity). Similar to Narayan and Zheng (2011), this paper
considers trading probability as 1/ (1 + the number of non-trading days in a month) and the
spread (high minus low) as a proxy for transaction costs. Although the literature is full of studies
with bid ask spread, we observe that Corwin and Schultz (2012) showed under realistic
conditions, the correlation between high-low spread estimates and bid ask spreads is about 0.9.
Hence in this study we define spread as high minus low which possibly makes more sense in the
context of stock markets rather than individual assets. Additionally, market efficiency coefficient
(MEC) as proposed by Hasbrouck and Schwartz (1988) is used for resiliency. MEC measures the
impact of execution costs on price volatility over short horizons and compares the long-term
variance with the short-term variance. Thus, MEC distinguish short-term from long-term price
changes. Price movements are expected to be more continuous in liquid markets, even if new information influences equilibrium prices and consequently, for a given permanent price change,
the transitory changes to that price should be minimal in resilient markets. The variance of
transaction prices is expected to be smaller in a liquid market. MEC captures this and is
Long TermVariance
calculated as MEC 
where T be the number of sub-periods into which
T  Short TermVariance
longer periods of time can be divided. Five days are considered as short period and 30 days as
long period, i.e., T=6. When MEC is less than one but close to it, it suggests that the market is
resilient and minimum price volatility is expected.
The study focuses on Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) and considers the composite index
BSE 500. All liquidity measures are calculated from the BSE 500 statistics. The idea is to
consider a well-diversified index so that it consists of companies of different market
capitalization and categories (types). Turnover volume and spread have been considered in their
natural logarithmic form.
The presence of unit root is explored using standard Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)
test and Phillips-Perron (PP) test. Then both the classical version and modified version of
rescaled range (R/S) analysis is performed to obtain HM classical statistic and Lo’s estimate.
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Finally, the paper looks for fractionally integrated parameters (as proposed by Geweke and
Porter-Hudak (1983) as well as its modified version) to assess the presence of long memory. The
above tests were applied on each of the liquidity measures and are detailed below.
Rescaled-Range (R/S) Analysis
The HM R/S statistic is the range of partial sums of deviations of times series from its
mean, rescaled by its standard deviation. Hence, if r(t) denotes any particular liquidity measure at
1 n
time t and rn represents its mean and is given by rn   r (t ) , where ‘n’ is the time span
n t 1
i
i
1 

R
considered, the rescaled range statistic is given by     max  (r (t )  rn )  min  (r (t )  rn ) 
1

i

n
1

i

n
 S n  n 
t 1
t 1

Here, the minimum of the partial sums of the initial i deviations from the sample mean is
deducted from the maximum of the partial sums, resulting in a range (essentially nonnegative,
R
   0 ). There is no a priori distributional assumption in the rescaled analysis. The critical
 S n
values of the statistic are as given in Lo, 1991, Table II.
A drawback of the R/S analysis is that its measure of long-range dependence is affected
by short-range dependence that may be presented in the financial data. Hence the paper considers
estimating modified R/S statistic proposed by Lo (1991).
Modified Rescaled Range (R/S) Analysis
Although widely used in empirical research, the above statistics have been challenged for
its possible inability to distinguish between short and long memory. Therefore Lo (1991) version
of rescaled range analysis is used here. Using Barlett window, Lo (1991) was able to nullify or
lessen the effects of short memory and provided a more stable estimate Qn, defined as
q
k
k
1 n
1 

2
2
Qn 
max  (r (t )  rn )  min  (r (t )  rn )  where  n (q)   (r (t )  rn )  2  j (q) j
1 k  n
 n (q)  1k n t 1
n t 1
j 1
t 1

j
 j represents the sample autocovariance of order j and weight  j (q)  1 
. As the findings
q 1
may be sensitive to the choice of the lag length q, Andrews (1991) method was followed for the
selection of the lag length.
The Spectral Regression Method
In the functional domain, a spectral density function of the form f r () c 1- e-i

-2d

is

often used to detect long memory where the long memory parameter d is obtained transforming
the above function into a simple regression based on the periodogram. Here, GPH approach is
employed using the following equation: log I() = 0  d log{4sin 2 ( j / 2)}+ υ j ,
j  1,...M
where I() is the jth periodogram point;  j  2j / T ; T is the number of observations;  0 is a
constant; and  j is an error term, asymptotically i.i.d. However, when the error term follows an
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AR(1) or MA(1) process, the GPH estimates may be biased (Agiakloglou et al. 1992). Therefore
Robinson (1992) estimate using discretely averaged periodogram were considered to improve
precision. In both the cases, the number of Fourier frequencies M  T with 0 < µ < 1 is
included in the spectral regression and is an increasing function of T. As the findings are
sensitive to the choice of periodogram ordinates M, the paper uses several values of the
bandwidth parameter M = T0.50; …, T0.7.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 provides the descriptive analysis of the liquidity parameters chosen for Indian
stock market.
Table 1
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF THE LIQUIDITY MEASURES
Trading
Spread
MEC
Trading Volume
Turnover Rate
Probability
0.094664
6.068118
0.604999
22.66242
0.030835
Mean
0.090909
6.210477
0.452632
22.97138
0.021331
Median
0.125000
7.960882
2.743613
23.87515
0.110331
Maximum
0.071400
3.812203
0.085072
20.59009
0.003605
Minimum
0.010997
0.736920
0.460963
0.785886
0.028400
Std. Dev.
0.104115
-0.617589
1.523501
-0.945719
0.884857
Skewness
2.356526
3.350915
5.630529
2.897384
2.556692
Kurtosis
3.125694
11.26684
110.7267
24.51846
22.74412
Jarque-Bera
0.209539
0.003576
0.000000
0.000005
0.000012
Probability

The descriptive statistics gives the central tendency, range, deviation, skewness, kurtosis
and Jarque Bera statistics that test for the normality of each of the measures of liquidity. The
standard deviation of turnover rate appears to be very high when compared to its mean value
highlighting volatile price and order flow. While trading probability, MEC and turnover rate are
positively skewed, spread and trading volume are negatively skewed. The kurtosis of spread and
MEC is greater than three suggesting the presence of more outliers than that of a normal
distribution. The assumption of normality could not be rejected for trading probability but
rejected for all other liquidity measures as per Jarque Bera statistics.
Table 2
FINDINGS OF UNIT ROOT TESTS: ADF AND PP
Liquidity Measures
ADF
Trading Probability
Spread
MEC
Trading Volume
Turnover Rate

-11.78***
-3.27**
-13.61***
-2.07
-1.56

PP
-15.26***
-5.15***
-15.26***
-1.77
-1.86

Table 2 presents the findings on the stationarity of the liquidity measures using
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test and Philip Perron test. While Trading probability, spread and
MEC were found to be stationary, Trading volume and Turnover rate appear to be non-stationary
in nature. Intuitively, stationary stochastic processes should not have a long memory. However,
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it is not necessarily the case in many areas of application. Empirical evidence and explanations
on using long memory based models on non-stationarity data by Mandelbrot (1983), Heyde and
Yang (1997), Berg-Sørensen and Flyvberg (2005) are significant. Samorodnitsky (2006)
provides an impressively organised discussion on long-range dependence in presence and
absence of unit root. Consistent with above referred empirical discussions, the tests for the long
memory parameters in all the measures of liquidity are done.
Table 3
RESCALED ANALYSIS: HM CLASSICAL R/S STATISTIC AND LO
STATISTIC
Liquidity Measures
HM Classical R/S Statistic
Lo Statistic
0.843**
0.849**
Trading Probability
4.09
1.86**
Spread
0.763*
0.764 *
MEC
5.26
2.07*
Trading Volume
5.35
1.08***
Turnover Rate

Table 3 displays the estimated long memory statistics obtained through rescaled analysis.
Long memory is present in all the liquidity parameters as per Lo Statistic while the classical HM
R/S Statistic did not reject the null hypothesis of no long memory in spread, trading volume and
turnover rate suggesting market depth, breadth and resiliency to some extent may not have
predictable component. However, the classical R/S statistic has often been challenged on the
ground of its apparent inability to distinguish between long and short memory and its possible
biased results in the presence of short-range dependence and nonstationarity. Using Lo statistic
as suggested by Nath (2001), we argue that market traders and other market participants may
predict market resiliency, spread and trading continuity in the stock market and pricing of the
liquidity premium in stock returns is expected to follow some predictable path. Moreover, the
trading volume and turnover rates appeared non-stationary as per unit root tests and insignificant
Lo statistics shows that market depth and breadth may not have memory and thus prediction
about the execution of bulk orders especially during contract expirations may not possible. For
more consistent findings, estimates of the fractionally differencing parameter are obtained as
proposed by Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) and as suggested by Robinson (1995). The
findings are available in Table 4.
Table 4
GPH ESTIMATE OF FRACTIONAL DIFFERENCING PARAMETER (D)
Liquidity Measures
M= T0..50
M=T0. 55
M=T0. 60
M=T0.65
M=T0.70
-0.91***
-1.07***
-0.95***
-1.01***
-1.01***
Trading Probability
0.81***
0.76***
0.69***
0.70***
0.72***
Spread
-0.33
-0.33
-0.28
-0.24
-0.26**
MEC
0.98***
1.20***
1.02***
0.98***
1.01***
Trading Volume
0.82***
0.88***
0.92***
0.83***
0.90***
Turnover Rate

M=T0.75
-1.08***
0.75***
-0.17
1.01***
0.90***

The null hypothesis of no long memory (d=0) against the alternative hypothesis of the
presence of long memory was tested using the semi-parametric method as proposed by GPH
(1983). The presence of long memory is suggested in all measures of liquidity. While the
hypothesis of no long memory was rejected for all the ordinates for trading volume, turnover
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rate, spread and trading volume, it was rejected for only one ordinate for MEC. The results from
GPH statistic supports predictability in the liquidity measures.
The robustness and precision of the GPH results were supplemented with estimates of
Robinson’s (1995) fractionally differencing parameter and are reported in Table 5.
Table 5
ROBINSON’S ESTIMATES OF FRACTIONAL DIFFERENCING PARAMETER (D)
Liquidity Measures
M= T0.50 M=T0. 55 M=T0. 60 M=T0.65
M=T0.70
M=T0.75
-0.91*** -1.07*** -0.95*** -0.91*** -0.97*** -1.08***
Trading Probability
0.82***
0.71***
0.69***
0.69***
0.71***
0.73***
Spread
- 0.29
- 0.20
- 0.28
- 0.24
- 0.26**
- 0.16
MEC
1.04***
1.14***
1.01***
0.96***
0.98***
0.97***
Trading Volume
0.89***
0.95***
0.91***
0.82***
0.88***
0.87***
Turnover Rate

The fractional parameter d estimated by both GPH (1983) and Robinson (1995) methods
are quite similar and consistent across both the methods suggesting long-range dependence in all
the chosen liquidity measures. It is statistically significant for all the ordinates in cases of trading
probability, spread, trading volume and turnover rate. The support for significant MEC is low as
for only one ordinate (T0.70), it is significant for MEC under both the methods.
The findings shows that multiple dimensions of liquidity have long memory and thus
while using them for modelling, ordinary least square methods and standard econometric
techniques may result in biased and inconsistent estimates of the parameters. In presence of long
memory, past trends in any measure of liquidity is helpful in predicting the future trend. The
findings reveal that trading continuity, market depth, breadth and transaction costs are somewhat
predictable. Also MEC showing long memory suggests that transitory price changes as a
percentage of long term price variance has memory. Thus shocks to prices due to sudden inflow
and outflow of funds from the market or order imbalances dissipate at a slow hyperbolic rate of
decay. The liquidity modelling would be improved on considering fractional order of integration
of these dimensions.
CONCLUSION
Long Memory is present is liquidity measures. Evidence of long memory in spread,
turnover volume and turnover rate indicate towards some element of predictability in depth,
breadth, tightness dimensions of liquidity and also resiliency to some extent. It indicates
persistence in the ability of the market to withstand large market orders in the presence of
numerous orders without any significant impact on pricing. Additionally, long memory in spread
or tightness dimension points towards persistence of low transaction cost regime. Investors may
expect some predictability on the volume of market participants and transactions. MEC tries to
capture the dimension of the resilient market along with market depth and breadth. Long
memory in MEC indicates some level of predictability in price continuity and order flows which
are desired features in a liquid market. In general parlance, evidence of long memory in liquidity
means changes in liquidity level will have a slow hyperbolic decay.
Our findings are in agreement with studies by Bollerslev and Jubinski (1999), and Eisler
and Kertész (2007) for US; Tsuji (2002) for Japan and Bariviera (2011) for Thailand that various
dimensions of liquidity have long memory and in line with Bollerslev and Jubinski (1999) we
argue that stock returns and liquidity measures are best described by long memory type
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processes. The study improves over the methodology of Nath (2001) and Kumar (2003b) while
lends some support to the findings of Kumar (2003b) in Indian context.
Securities are instruments that link both the demand and supply sectors of the market.
Institutions who are in need of funds issue securities to raise capital, while at the other end
invests its surplus fund in the securities. The fluctuation in prices of the securities provides profit
to the investors. For both segments, liquidity is of prime consideration. If certain aspects of
liquidity are predictable – we need to carefully watch the behaviour of market participants as
they will be expected to withdraw from the market if liquidity is predicted low and more will
follow them. Therefore there exists a possibility of induced liquidity crises within the system due
to the presence of long memory. BSE has started responding to the scenario by initiating its
liquidity enhancing program. Cash incentives are offered based on trading volume while its
trading members enjoyed lower transaction fees with quote based incentives. However, the
success of an exogenous measure for improving an endogenous parameter like trading volume is
questionable is there is a predictable pattern in trading volume due to the presence of memory.
The BSE revised the program and is currently offered to its active traders for securities
exclusively listed on it. The findings have implications for asset pricing as well since pricing for
liquidity or liquidity premium can be done more effectively and efficiently. The findings will be
helpful to market participants, risk managers and asset allocation decisions makers who would
like to have active portfolio management strategies and will be interested in market liquidity for
order execution with minimal price impact.
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